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Introduction		
Te	Punanga	Haumaru	funding	supports	whanau	and	community	driven	action	that	encourages	
positive	social	behaviour	in	children	and	young	people,	and	reduces	the	incidence	of	bullying.	The	
Violence	Free	Communities	Banishing	Bullying	Together	BBT	project	in	the	McLaren	Park/Henderson	
South	(MPHS)	area	aims	to:	

• Strengthen	community	and	network	awareness	of	bullying	and	engagement	in	proactive	
prevention	approaches	across	all	aspects	of	the	project	

• Further	develop	the	use,	for	younger	community	members,	of	performance	and	art	
processes	which	encourage	positive	and	rich	identity	formation,	group	collaboration	and	the	
development	of	conflict	resolution	and	leadership	skills	

• Coordinate,	through	local	community	exploration	of	their	needs	and	resources,	a	series	of	
projects,	run	by	community	champions,	that	aim	to	improve	the	quality	of	life	of	the	
community	

• Create	opportunities	to	influence	how	bullying	is	understood	and	responded	to	in	social	
media		

	
Activities	will	include:	

• Hosting	community	events	such	as	Pink	Shirt	Day,	Our	Amazing	Place	(OAP),	SPEAK	that	
connect	whanau	to	services	and	project	activities	

• Continued	ROOTZ,	Project	Respect	and	Legacy	workshops	and	the	Mark-it-Up	art	project	
enabling	young	people	to	put	their	experiences	and	solutions	to	bullying	into	performances	
and	art	shared	with	the	public.		

• Inspiring	conversations	in	work	places,	churches	and	sports	organisations	about	bullying	
prevention	(Pink	Shirt	Day,	Mark-it-Up)		

• Providing	facilitation	training	around	leadership	and	conflict	resolution.	
• Utilising	local	celebrities	as	connectors	and	role	models	(SPEAK)	
• Positive	social	media	work	(Violence	Free	Communities,	BBT	and	OAP	websites	and	

Facebook	pages,	Neighbourly)	
• Resources	and	tools	such	as	the	Bystander	Guide	to	Banishing	Bullying,	OAP	resources:	
	

The	2014-2015	BBT	project	builds	on	the	previous	year’s	work	of	the	same	name	also	funded	by	Te	
Punanga	Hamaru.		The	emphasis	in	this	year’s	programme	shifted	away	from	awareness	building	to	
building	both	individual	and	community	capacity	to	prevent	bullying.	This	was	driven,	in	part,	by	our	
experience	of	building	awareness	and	by	an	analysis	of	the	drivers	of	bullying.	For	example,	one	of	
the	most	successful	awareness	projects	last	year	was	the	stall	that	we	ran	as	part	of	the	OAP	event.	
The	stall	was	at	the	end	of	an	alleyway	that	had	pinned	up	a	number	quotes	on	A2	laminated	posters	
from	some	residents	about	their	fear	of	alleyways	and,	generally,	of	walking	around	their	community	
and	from	other	residents	who	weren’t	fearful	and	wanted	to	engage	with	their	community.	
Everyone	who	came	along	the	alleyway	wanted	to	discuss	what	they’d	read	and	consider	how	they	
felt	about	the	safety	of	their	community	and	what	coned	be	done	to	improve	it.	These	were	richer	
conversations	with	residents	about	a	very	important	aspect	of	bullying	(being	safe	in	the	street)	that	
we	were	able	to	have	than	with	events	like	Dinner	with	Difference	(a	community	discussion	event)	or	
the	community	feedback	sessions	from	the	in-depth	interviews	we	did	last	year.	What	it	told	us	is	
that	communication	with	residents	has	to	be	on	their	turf	and	in	a	way	that	means	they	can	directly	
engage	with	the	issues	and,	hopefully,	take	action.		
	
In	any	socioecological	analysis	of	bullying,	it’s	clear	that	a	number	of	factors	well	beyond	the	level	of	
the	individual	and	their	immediate	family	have	major	impacts	on	bullying.	The	figure	below	
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describes	the	socioecological	components1.	Most	of	the	literature	is	centred	on	the	role	of	the	
school	as	both	a	course	of	bullying	and	key	venue	for	bullying	prevention,	but	In	our	project	we	have	
been	specifically	asked	not	to	engage	with	in-school	projects	and	that	has	lead	us	towards	a	major	
focus	on	community	and	neighbourhood,	both	of	which	are	identified	as	key	areas	in	the	
understanding	of	the	aetiology	of	bullying.	Many	commentators	use	the	Bronfenbrenner	
terminology	and	see	community	as	the	exo-system	and	culture	as	the	macrosystem2,3.	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
There	is	substantial	research	on	the	relationship	between	the	quality	of	the	neighbourhood	we	live	
in	and	the	amount	and	nature	of	bullying.	In	a	2009	a	US	Nationally	Representative	Longitudinal	
Study,	looking	at	school,	neighbourhood,	and	family	factors	associated	with	bullying4,	found	a	
consistent	association	between	neighbourhood	violence,	being	in	an	unsafe	neighbourhood	and	
bullying	behaviour,	a	result	confirmed	by	Hong	and	Espelage2	in	an	ecological	system	meta-analysis.	
A	2009	Columbian	country	wide	analysis	added	poor	community	socio-economic	conditions	and	
negative	cultural	and	community	beliefs	supporting	aggression	to	the	list	of	community	factors	
encouraging	bullying5	and	the	theme	of	inequality	and	its	impact	on	bullying	is	further	emphasised	in	
a	2015	review3	
	
As	we	have	noted	in	the	proposal	for	funding	of	this	project,	the	MPHS	area	is	one	the	poorest	in	
West	Auckland	(the	deciles	of	the	schools	are	all	2	or	3)	and	highly	multi-ethnic.	Henderson	South	
school	has	only	3%	Pākehā.	So	the	level	of	inequality	and	the	potential	for	bullying	can	be	seen	as	
high	in	MPHS	and	particularly	so	in	the	Henderson	South	area	where	there	are	no	churches,	no	
community	houses,	no	shops,	one	park	in	which	the	council	has	placed	large	boulders	to	prevent	
community	use	and	a	second	park	with	very	minimal	play	equipment.		

																																																													
1Swearer,	S.	M.	&	Espelage,	D.L.	(2011).	Expanding	the	Social-Ecological	Framework	of	Bullying	among	Youth:	
Lessons	Learned	from	the	Past	and	Directions	for	the	Future.	Chapter	1	In	Bullying	in	North	American	Schools,	
2nd	ed.,	p.	3-10.	Routledge.	
http://digitalcommons.unl.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1139&context=edpsychpapers	
2	Hong,	J.S.	&	Espelage,	D.L.	(2013).	A	review	of	research	on	bullying	and	peer	victimization	in	school:	An	
ecological	system	analysis	Aggression	and	Violent	Behavior	17	(2012)	311–322.	
3	Volk,	A.	A.,	Cioppa,	V.D.,	Earle,	M.	&	Farrell,	A.H.	(2015).	Social	Competition	and	Bullying:	An	Adaptive	
Socioecological	Perspective,	chapter	30	in	Evolutionary	Perspectives	on	Social	Psychology	Eds:	Virgil	Zeigler-
Hill,	Lisa	L.	M.	Welling,	Todd	K.	Shackelford	pp387-399.	Springer.	
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Anthony_Volk/publication/276269179_Social_Competition_and_Bullyi
ng_An_Adaptive_Socioecological_Perspective/links/5553afa308aeaaff3bf19c0e.pdf	
4Bowes,	L.,	Arseneault,	L.,	Maughan,	B.,	Taylor,	A.,	Caspi,	A.	&	Moffitt,	T.E.	(2009).	School,	Neighborhood,	and	
Family	Factors	Are	Associated	With	Children's	Bullying	Involvement:	A	Nationally	Representative	Longitudinal	
Study.	J	Am	Acad	Child	Adolesc	Psychiatry.	2009	May;	48(5):	545–553.	doi:		10.1097/CHI.0b013e31819cb017	
5Chaux,	E.,	Molano,	A.,	&	Podlesky,	P.	(2009).	Socio-Economic,	Socio-Political	and	Socio-Emotional	Variables	
Explaining	School	Bullying:	A	Country-Wide	Multilevel	Analysis		Aggr.	Behav.	35:520–529,	2009.		
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Our	thinking	about	how	prevent	bullying	at	the	community	level	is	very	much	aligned	with	the	model	
below	presented	by	the	US	National	Center	for	Injury	Prevention	and	Control6.		With	respect	to	
MPHS,	issues	such	as	social	connectedness,	low	incomes,	high	movement	in	and	out	of	the	
community,	poor	economic	and	recreational	opportunities	and	a	poor	neighbourhood	physical	
layout	are	clearly	present.	The	solutions	in	the	right	hand	panel	below	are	very	much	in	the	direction	
that	we	are	heading	in	our	projects	
	

	
	
Finally,	in	this	introduction,	we	need	to	note	that	a	focus	on	community	won’t	work	if	the	schools	in	
the	community	don’t	have	effective	approaches	to	managing	bullying.	Our	80	interviews	with	
residents	of	MPHS	have	not	identified	schools	as	being	a	significant	problem,	rather	the	opposite.	In	
the	2014	interviews	we	did	in	MPHS,	Henderson	High	School	was	identified	as	having	a	very	
proactive	stance	on	bullying	and	that	the	rates	of	bullying	had	dropped	dramatically	under	the	
assertive	leadership	of	the	new	principal.	In	this	year’s	survey	one	resident	said:		

“they	contact	the	year	9	and	10	student's	parents	every	week	and	tell	them	what	the	kids	
have	been	up	to	and	what	assignments	they	haven’t	done,	whether	they	have	been	
behaving	so	when	the	new	principal	started	this	process……so	now	with	that	performance	
level,	it	is	the	school	that	I	would	consider	to	send	my	own	son	to	whereas	I	would	never	
send	my	own	son	there	you	know	five	years	ago.”		

It	is	one	of	five	responses	commenting	positively	on	the	progress	the	school	is	making.	Another	
notes	that:	

“Henderson	High	School	has	
achieved	the	highest	NCEA	
results	in	Auckland	public	
schools	and	they	have	a	sign	out	
there	for	2014	and	we	read	that	
in	the	paper	and	we	saw	them	
put	the	sign	up	and	we	thought	
that’s	really	fantastic.”	

While	this	is	not,	strictly	
speaking	true,	the	NCEA	results	from	Henderson	High	are	very	good	and	have	been	commented	on	
by	Metro	magazine7.			

																																																													
6	National	Center	for	Injury	Prevention	and	Control	(n.d).	The	Social-Ecological	Model:	A	Framework	for	
Violence	Prevention	Centres	for	Disease	Control	and	Prevention.	
http://www.cdc.gov/ViolencePrevention/pdf/SEM_Framewrk-a.pdf	
7	Wilson,	S.	(2014)	The	Best	Schools	in	Auckland	2014,	September	17.	http://www.metromag.co.nz/city-
life/education/best-auckland-schools-2014/	
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Many	residents	in	the	2015	went	to	Henderson	
South	Primary	School	with	none	commenting	
negatively	about	the	school.	One	negative	
comment	was	from	a	Pākehā	resident	who	was	
concerned	about	the	proportion	of	brown	faces	at	
the	school	(“I	heard	it	was	no	good,	too	many	
bullies”)	and	wouldn’t	have	her	grandson	go	
there.	Another	resident,	also	without	a	child	at	
Henderson	South	School,		said	“it’s	a	really	tidy	
school	and	I	haven’t	heard	anything	bad	about	it”,	
while	a	third	resident	whose	children	do	attend	
the	school	thinks	it’s	“a	good	school	…	just	they’re	

more	welcoming…	you’re	not	having	to	pull	things	out	to	know	[what’s	going	on].		I	find	that	they’re	
just	really	family	orientated”.	We	ran	the	OAP	event	from	Henderson	South	and	our	experience	and	
that	of	the	staff	at	MPHS	Community	Trust	was	that	Henderson	South	was	a	well	run,	positive	school	
that	engages	with	families	and	community.			

A	third	school	in	the	centre	of	the	MPHS	community	is	Bruce	Mclaren	Intermediate.	We	have	a	close	
connection	with	the	school	in	that	the	after	school	programme	Project	Respect,	supported	by	BBT,	is	
a	multicultural	kapahaka	group	with	a	strong	anti-bullying	theme.	We’ll	review	that	programme	later	
in	the	report,	but	for	now	suffice	it	to	say	that	the	children	of	Project	Respect	do	not	report	any	
significant	bullying	at	school	and	our	impression	of	the	schools	in	MPHS	is	that	they	do	a	good	job	in	
the	prevention	of	bullying	amongst	their	pupils.	

Review	of	the	projects	
In	this	review	of	the	projects	we	want	to	travel	from	those	parts	of	our	projects	that	are	about	
increasing	awareness	around	bullying	through	to	parts	that	engage	a	whole	community	on	how	to	
make	their	community	a	more	connected,	more	fun,	safer	place	to	live	in.	This	means	that	project	
reports	could	be	split	into	more	than	one	part.	In	all,	27	people,	mainly	from	MPHS,	were	paid	to	
work	on	BBT	projects,	seven	in	project	leader	or	admin	roles,	six	with	Project	Respect,	five	with	the	
Legacy	performing	arts	group,	three	with	Rootz,	three	with	Our	Amazing	Place,	two	with	SPEAK	and	
one	with	Pink	Shirt	Day.	We	had	some	major	changes	of	people	in	leadership	roles	due	to	ill	health	
and	family	pressures	and	not	every	component	of	the	programme	was	successful.	
	
Increasing	awareness	around	bullying.			
	
Pink	Shirt	Day	(PSD)		
The	plan	for	the	day	was	to	encourage	businesses	in	and	around	Corban	Ave	in	MPHS	to	use	Pink	
Shirt	Day	to	have	a	discussion	with	their	staff	around	the	issue	of	bullying.	This	was	to	be	facilitated	
by	attending	a	small	event	hosted	by	the	MPHS	community	trust	where	we	would	have	at	midday;	
	
Guest	Speakers:	Luana	Ioane	and	Junior	Lafoa	from	Waitakere	College	share	their	message	on	anti-
bullying	from	their	experiences	of	bullying	and	being	bullied	and	how	they	managed	to	break	the	
cycle	of	bullying.		
A	performance	from	Project	Respect	with	anti-bullying	times8.	

																																																													
8	The	photos	below	are	from	left	to	night:	Luana	Ioane	and	Junior	Lafoa	(Waitakere	College)	with	Geoff	
Bridgman,	Robyn	Brady	and	Lyn	Amos	(VFC);	two	staff	from	Longley	Printing	Company	who	came	to	support	
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Lunch	for	our	guests	and	an	opportunity	to	further	discuss	issues	around	bullying	and	our	
community	

The	stories	from	the	two	speakers	were	
powerful	an	articulate	and	Project	Respect	gave	a	rousing	
performance.	Dr	Geoff	Bridgman,	chair	of	VFC	introduced	The	
Bystanders	Guide	to	bullying	and	this	pamphlet	was	given	to	all	
present.	MPHS	community	Trust	had	prepared	a	garden	of	
positive	messages	about	relationships	and	identity	and	planted	
it	in	front	of	the	venue.	
	

	
Event	statistics	 		
Event	information	flayer	distributed	in	the	area	of	Corban	
Ave	

150	

Discussions	held	win	the	business	about	participation	in	
Pink	Shirt	Day	

12	

Performers	and	speakers		 20	
Audience	including	MPHS	an	VIC	staff	 10	
The	Bystander's	Guide	handouts	including	directly	to	
businesses.		

42	

Satisfaction	measures	taken		 2	
	
The	two	independent	audience	members	missed	part	of	the	
performances	and	speeches,	but	enjoyed	what	they	did	see,	The	
Bystander’s	Guide	and	the	opportunity	to	discuss	bullying	issues.	Overall,	in	terms	of	the	objective	of	
engaging	local	business	to	be	part	of	a	wider	community	discussion,	our	PSD	event	was	not	
successful	(see	table	1).	However,	it	was	the	first	event	for	Project	Respect	and	the	children	involved	
were	clearly	excited	by	it	and	by	the	presentations	from	the	two	Waitakere	senior	students	which	
were	excellent.	It	was	also	the	first	time	we	had	used	The	Bystanders	Guide	pamphlet,	and	its	value	
as	a	discussion	tool	was	clear9.		
	
Mark-it-Up	business	and	social	agency	engagement	
In	our	Mark-it-Up	campaign	we	went	again	to	local	businesses	and	community	agencies	and	talked	
about	bullying,	but	this	time	offered	more	resources	that	could	help	and	looked	for	a	different	way	
of	engaging	with	the	issue	–	through	art.	In	our	interviews	with	businesses	we	firstly	wanted	to	see	
whether	there	was	a	bullying	connection	and	what	that	might	be	(e.g.	child	bullied	at	school,	bullied	
by	friends	or	relatives,	partner	bullied	at	work,	bullied	by	partner).	We’d	then	make	The	Bystander	

																																																													
Pink	Shirt	Day;	Project	Respect	members	banishing	bullies	and	waving	The	Bystanders	Guide	pamphlet;	Project	
Respect	members	and	MPHS	Community	Trust’s	garden	of	positive	messages	about	relationships	and	identity.,		
9	The	Bystander’s	Guide	is	downloadable	from	http://www.violencefreewaitakere.org/SiteAssets/our-
projects/bully-banishing-together/Banishing%20Bullying%20Bystander%27s%20Guide.pdf	
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Guide	available	and	try	to	have	a	small	discussion	about	where	it	might	be	useful	and	see	whether	
our	interviewees	were	interested	in	the	conflict	resolution	training	promoted	in	the	pamphlet.	
Finally,	we’d	enquire	whether	or	not	the	idea	of	producing	and	art	work	on	the	theme	of	bullying	for	
a	community	presentation	appealed.	
		

We	approached	five	businesses	and	six	social	
support	organisations	and	found	that	while	there	
was	a	reluctance	to	engage	in	the	topic	of	bullying,	
all	were	happy	to	have	a	supply	of	A	Bystander’s	
Guide	to	leave	for	staff	and	customers.	However	
one	business	admitted	to	having	a	bullying	issue	in	
their	workplace,	and	was	one	of	two	organisations	

interested	in	doing	the	conflict	resolution	training	offered.	The	other	organisation	was	the	Salvation	
Army	Education	and	Employment	Service.	They	had	already	completed	some	work	around	bullying	
with	their	students	and	thought	that	the	conflict	resolution	training	fitted	well	with	what	they	were	
doing.	They	were	also	happy	to	participate	in	the	Mark-it-Up	art	project,	and	completed	14	
canvasses	(VFC	provided	the	canvasses)	along	with	a	Pacific	Island	mental	health	organisation,	Vaka	
Tautua,	who	produced	six	canvasses.	Another	organisation,	Brave	Designs,	offered	to	print	any	
banners	for	promotional	material	now	and	into	the	future,	and	others	wanted	to	help,	but	would	
have	to	gain	permission	from	their	head	office	before	proceeding.	Although	the	“too	busy”	sign	went	
up	for	quite	a	few	organisations	there	still	was	considerable	infest	in	the	BBT	project.	The	fact,	one	
of	the	reasons	they	were	too	busy	was	because	of	their	commitment	to	other	BBT	projects	such	as	
the	OAP	event	in	Henderson	South.		
	
None	of	the	businesses	and	social	support	organisations	approached	in	Pink	Shirt	Day	were	included	
in	the	Mark-it-Up	project,	so	in	all,	we	made	a,	hopefully,	enduring	connection	to	23	organisations	
around	awareness	of	and	responses	to	bullying	though	these	two	projects.	The	value	of	the	creation	
and	display	of	the	Mark-it-Up	art	work	is	discussed	later.	
	
Social	media	
VFC	runs	several	websites	and	facebook	pages	and	one	Twitter	feed.	The	sites	that	are	relevant	to	
the	BBT	project	include	the	VFC	website	and	facebook	page,	the	BBT	Website,	face	book	page	and	
twitter	feed,	and	the	OAP	websites	and	facebook	pages.	As	well	a	member	of	the	Henderson	South	
Community	has	set	up	a	facebook	page	for	that	Community	in	response	to	the	OAP	event	held	there.	
This	page	has	only	been	going	six	weeks.	Table	3	gives	some	idea	of	the	reach	of	social	media.	In	
total	there	were	more	than	1500	visits,	around	200	likes	or	followers	and	500	total	posts	and	
comments	on	these	sites	this	year	mostly	on	the	BBT	and	VFC	sites,	both	of	which	have	been	running	
for	more	than	one	year.	Each	week	our	posts	reach	as	many	as	450	people.	Unfortunately,	we	
haven’t	set	up	traffic	apps	on	the	websites,	so	we	can’t	measure	the	hits	to	the	web-pages.	
	
	
Table	3:	Statistics	for	social	media.	Site	analysis	for	the	year	ending	October	24th.	

Media	sites	
Likes/	

followers	
Total	likes/	
followers		

Posts/	
Comments		 Visits	

Post	Reach	this	
week		

Banishing	Bullying	Together	facebook	 43		 608		 186	 486		 148	
Violence	Free	Waitakere	facebook	 119		 937		 207		 1023		 	294	
Our	Amazing	Place	facebook	 29	 	29		 		59		 	 	
Henderson	South	Community	facebook	 20	 	20		 	20		 	 	
BBT	Twitter		 90		 	90		 	73	 		 	
	

Table	2:	Mark-it-Up	event	statistics	
businesses	approached	 11	
using	A	Bystander's	Guide		 11	
creating	art	works	 2	
interest	in	conflict	resolution	training	 2	
discussion	about	bullying	 1	
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We	also	have	email	lists	for	over	400	people	in	the	MPHS	area	and	beyond	(social	agencies,	
businesses	and	residents)	and	sent	out	several	emails	in	relation	to	the	organisation	and	promotion	

of	the	OAP	and	SPEAK	events.	Ninety	of	these	addresses	were	residents	
of	Henderson	South.	We	also	used	Henderson	Neighbourly	to	promote	
events.	
	
Within	Henderson	South	only	2%	of	households	are	linked	into	
Neighbourly	which	suggests	that	digital	Social	media	may	not	be	all	that	
effective	as	a	way	of	communicating	with	the	residents	of	MPHS.	One	

well	publicised	event	that	failed	to	attract	anyone	was	a	talk	by	Netsafe	at	Bruce	McLaren	
Intermediate	School.	Talking	with	pupils	from	the	school	there	is	little	evidence	of	cyber	bullying	
with	these	children.	The	reason	being	is	that	they	don’t	have	cell-phones	and	while	a	majority	of	
households	(72%	in	2013)	are	internet	connected,	there	may	only	be	one	computer	per	household,	
thus	the	resources	for	social	networking	are	limited.	Later	on,	however,	we	will	identify	specific	
concerns	around	cyber-bullying.	
	
Performances:	Rootz,	Project	Respect,	Legacy	and	gang	narratives	
The	Rootz	group	was	set	up	in	2014	to	provide	a	training	venue	for	Māori	and	
Pacific	Island	youth	to	develop	skills	in	the	area	of	performing	arts	under	the	
guidance	of	Jay	Junior	Williams,	then	Director	of	the	Phoenix	performing	arts	
group10.	This	year	five	Rootz	members	developed	a	performance	of	song	and	

narrative	that	was	presented	at	three	West	
Auckland	schools,	two	of	which	were	in	MPHS.		
	
In	May	Rootz	was	morphed	in	the	K101	Youth	Club,	
established	and	run	by	Pa	Riikau	Karepa	and	based	
at	Mclaren	Park	School	intermediate	school	and	its	name	changed	to	
Project	Respect.	Forty-seven	children	aged	from	8	to	13	have	attended	

sessions	of	Project	Respect	with	between	12	and	28	attending	bi-weekly	sessions.	They	learned	and	
performed	a	programme	of	multicultural	kapahaka	which	included	raps,	songs	and	narratives	with	
anti-bullying	themes	in	five	public	venues.	Project	Respect	also	ran	a	school	holiday	programme	
which	incorporated	anti-bullying	performances	and	teaching	involving	165	children		
	
We	also	worked	with	Legacy	Performing	Arts	Company	(a	dynamic	
adult	Pasifika	performance	group	who	weave	anti-bullying	themes	
into	their	work-	a	reinvention	of	Phoenix)	to	create	and	perform	
bullying	scenarios	at	two	events	and	finally	we	used	the	gang	
narrative	from	the	analysis	of	the	2014	Interviews	in	MPHS	in	three	
different	venues	to	raise	awareness	of	bullying	issues.	Both	Project	
Respect	and	Legacy	performed	at	SPEAK	–	they	were	fantastic.	

Table	4	shows	that	more	than	1200	people,	80%	from	MPHS	or	close	by,	attended	a	performance	
event	that	gave	anti-bullying	messages	in	a	way	that	connected	to	their	emotions	and	life	
experience.	Almost	all	of	these	also	received	A	Bystander’s	Guide	or	a	Jade	Speaks	Up	pamphlet.	Our	
original	plan	was	to	have	six	performance	events	reaching	about	half	the	number	of	people	that	we	
have	in	table	2.		We	feel	that	this	aspect	of	the	BBT	project	has	been	very	successful	and	still	to	come	
is	an	analysis	of	the	impact	of	performance	work	on	the	Project	Respect	performers,	their	youth	
leader	teachers,	their	parents	and	the	school	that	the	vast	majority	of	them	attend.		
	

																																																													
10	http://phoenix4221.wix.com/chon#!director/c13ix	
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Table	4:	Statistics	for	performances	Rootz,	Project	Respect,	Legacy	and	gang	narratives	
	
Performers	 number	 Response	 Handouts	
Rootz	performances	
Henderson	Intermediate	-school	
assembly	 120	 Strong	sense	of	engagement	from	the	

audience.	At	Kelston	there	was	time	for	
question	and	answer	and	some	

engagement.	

Jade	Speaks	Up	
guide	to	managing	
threats	of	violence	

handed	out	

McLaren	Park	Intermediate	-	
school	assembly	 200	
Kelston	Girls	High	-three		
different	classrooms	 120	
Project	Respect	performances	

Pink	Shirt	Day	 12	
Audiences	are	impressed	with	the	
competence	and	enthusiasm	of	this	
young	group	of	performers.	The	Night	
Market	attracted	a	very	large	audience	
who	really	loved	the	singing	and	dancing	
(less	interested	in	the	spoken	narratives).	

They	were	scheduled	for	repeat	
performances,	but	the	owners	of	market	
felt	that	the	crowds	that	PR	attracted	

were	too	big	for	the	venue.	

A	Bystander's	Guide		
handed	out	

	
Henderson	Square	 50	
	
Henderson	Night	market	 100	
	
Henderson	South	OAP	 130	

SPEAK	event	 105	

School	Holiday	programme	 165	

Specific	violence	prevention	session	
using	the	Jade	Speaks	Up	video	and	the	

“breathe,	think,	do”	tool.	Children	
engaged	well	with	exercise.	Also	concert	
performances	which	parents	attended	at	
the	conclusion	of	the	programme	had	

anti-bullying	messages.	

A	Bystander's	Guide	
and	Jade	Speaks	Up	

handed	out	

Legacy	performances		
SPEAK	event	 105	 Powerful	professional	performance	

A	Bystander's	Guide		
handed	out	Auster	Realty	promotion	

80	

Powerful	performance	that	helped	to	sell	
a	new	OAP/BBT	project	to	80	real	estate	

agents	
Gang	Narrative	Performances		
Glen	Eden	Methodist	Church	 26	 Narrative	readings	done	by	members	of	

the	audience.	Good	discussion	from	the	
Methodist	Church	group	and	the	student	
group	both	of	whom	could	connect	with	

the	issues	raised	in	the	narrative	

Gang	narrative	

Unitec	Seminar	 19	
Powerpoint	
presentation	

Research	Methods	Class	 92	
A	Bystander's	Guide		

handed	out	
Total	people	at	BBT	
performances	 1234	 		 		
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Promoting	and	Teaching	bullying	prevention	strategies	
	
A	Bystander’s	Guide	

This	is	a	key	resource	that	we	are	able	to	use	in	all	parts	of	the	project.	
From	a	bullying	prevention	perspective	the	bystander	role	is	key.	As	well	
as	going	out	with	the	performances	and	with	the	Mark-it-up	work	it	has	
been	emailed	to	the	over	400	addresses	on	our	mailing	list	and	hand	
delivered	in	to	over	400	households	in	Henderson	South.	We	have	had	a	
small	amount	of	positive	feedback	from	agencies	asking	if	it	is	OK	to	
forward	the	pamphlet	to	clients.		
	
Will	this	pamphlet	have	changed	behaviour?	We	believe	it	will	as	the	bulk	
of	the	conversation	and	action	about	bullying	is	focussed	on	the	victim	and	
the	bully.	Most	of	bullying	is	directly	witnessed11,12	and	the	aftermath	of	
bullying	is	virtually	always	there	to	be	observed.	How	we	behave	as	
bystanders	has	a	huge	impact	on	the	prevention	of	bullying13,	with	a	large	
recent	New	Zealand	study	showing	that	schools	that	did	not	engage	their	
pupils	as	positively	intervening	bystanders	did	not	reduce	bullying,	despite	
the	best	efforts	of	teachers14.	By	raising	the	question	of	our	collective	
responsibility	to	deal	with	bullying	we	are	making	it	harder	for	individuals	
to	ignore	bullying.	If	people	are	conscious	of	the	impact	of	bystanders	and	

if	there	are	safe	ways	to	intervene	(which	is	one	of	the	aims	of	the	pamphlet),	then	bullying	should	
reduce.	
	
Conflict	Resolution	Training		
In	A	Bystander’s	Guide,	we	identified	conflict	resolution	as	being	a	key	to	positive	relationships	and	
bystander	engagement	and	set	up	a	conflict	resolution	and	facilitation	training	course	to	upskill	
youth	with	strategies	on	becoming	active	bystanders,	and	how	to	respond	to	conflict	effectively.		
	
Table	5:	Evaluation	of	the	conflict	resolution	training.	N=18.		
		 Lots	more		 Not	at	all	

		

Did	the	workshop	help	you	understand	conflict	more?	 16	 2	
Are	you	more	able	to	deal	with	conflict	differently	now?	 15	 3	
Do	you	know	more	about	being	an	active	bystander?	 13	 5	
Did	things	improve	for	you	after	the	first	workshop	session?	 13	 5	
		 Excellent			 Good	 Alright	
How	were	the	facilitators	of	the	workshop?	 13	 1	 4	

	

																																																													
11	Lodge,	J.,	&	Frydenberg,	E.	(2005).	The	role	of	peer	bystanders	in	school	bullying:	positive	steps	toward	
promoting	peaceful	schools.	Theory	Into	Practice,	44,329–336.	http://dx.doi.org/10.1207/s1543052tip4404_6	
12	Timmerman,	G.	(2003).	Sexual	harassment	of	adolescents	perpetrated	by	teachers	and	by	peers:	an	
exploration	of	the	dynamics	of	power,	culture,	and	gender	in	secondary	schools.	Sex	Roles,	48,	231–244.	
13	Salmivallia,	C.,	Voetenb,	M.		&	Poskipartac,	E.	(2011).	Bystanders	Matter:	Associations	Between	Reinforcing,	
Defending,	and	the	Frequency	of	Bullying	Behavior	in	Classrooms.	Journal	of	Clinical	Child	&	Adolescent	
Psychology,	40:5,	668-676.		DOI:10.1080/15374416.2011.597090		
14	Denny,	S,		Peterson,	E.	R.	Stuart,	J.,	Utter,	J.,	Bullen,	P.,	Fleming,	P.,		Ameratunga,	S,	ClarkI	T.	&	Milfont,	T.	
(2014).	Bystander	Intervention	and	Bullying	in	New	Zealand	Victimization:	A	Multilevel	Analysis	of	New	
Zealand	High	Schools,	Journal	of	School	Violence,	DOI:	10.1080/15388220.2014.910470.	Retrieved	from	
http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/15388220.2014.910470	
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Our	first	course	(two	3-hour	sessions)	was	run	through	the	Salvation	Army	Alternative	Education	
Unit	with	18	16-19	year	old	students	(5	men	and	13	women,	Māori,	Pacific	Island	and	Pākehā)	some	
with	Issues	of	poor	mental	health,	poor	literacy,	trouble	with	the	law,	and/or	histories	of	witnessing	
or	being	victims	of	considerable	violence.	Bullying	has	been	a	feature	of	their	lives.		
		

Table	5	shows	how	the	students	
responded	to	the	conflict	resolution	
training.	Three	quarters	were	very	
positive.	Three	quarters	were	very	
positive,	and	almost	all	felt	that	their	
understanding	of	conflict	resolution	
had	improved.	Between	the	two	
sessions	student	were	asked	to	do	a	
Conflict	Log,	Eight	of	them	had	a	go	
dealing	with	their	conflicts	with	their	

parents	or	their	boyfriends,	conflicts	between	other	family	
members,	or	inner	conflict	(e.g.	struggling	with	the	sense	
of	failure).	Some	used	techniques	learnt	in	first	session	
such	as	creating	a	four-part	phrase	to	open	the	
conversation.	Some	were	able	to	resolve	conflict	Is	this	–	a	
student	and	his	Mum	setting	clearer	boundaries,	changing	
the	pattern	associated	with	“failure”;	working	out	the	
sequence	of	what	happened	that	lead	to	an	argument	and	
being	able	to	talk	it	through	to	resolution	afterwards;	and	calling	a	family	meeting	to	sort	out	
perceived	unfairness	in	house	work	allocation	tasks.	At	the	end	of	the	course	we	heard	reports	from	
both	the	students	and	the	tutor	of	much	less	conflict	and	a	closer	bonding	between	students.	One	
student	said	that	everyone	was	much	more	respectful	and	that	they	were	using	what	they	had	
learned.	We	see	the	course	as	being	very	successful	and	meeting	a	vital	need	in	a	vulnerable	group	
of	young	people.	A	lot	can	be	achieved	in	two	sessions,	however,	an	extra	session	would	give	more	
opportunity	to	embed	the	learning.	
	
Leadership	Training	and	Experience	

Another	area	of	training	and	experience	that	creates	
bystanders	able	to	positively	intervene	is	leadership	
development.	Within	the	BBT	project	there	are	a	number	of	
opportunities	for	leadership	experience,	ranging	from	
leadership	within	Project	Respect	to	becoming	a	champion	
for	an	OAP	project,	both	of	which	we	shall	discuss	later.	For	
the	school	holiday	programme,	15	local	youth	leaders	were	
appointed	to	manage	the	up	to	100	children	per	day	that	
attended	the	programme.	In	preparation	for	the	anti-bullying	
session	within	the	programme,	all	the	leaders	had	a	training	
session	on	their	tasks	to	facilitate	a	discussion	about	bullying	
in	a	small	group	and	to	practice	a	mindfulness	exercise.		
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The	youth	leaders	had	to	manage	a	lot	of	teasing	and	“ganging”	up	
the	first	two	days	of	the	programme	and	as	time	went	by	the	
message	against	bullying	was	being	reinforced.	Children	were	
encouraged	bullying	to	a	Youth	Leader	or	to	a	staff	member.	The	
Youth	Leaders	and	staff	member	talked	to	all	the	parties	involved	to	
make	sure	the	bullying	would	not	happen	again.	Alliances	were	
forged	between	the	children	and	their	youth	leader.	This	made	sure	
that	the	youth	leaders	were	easy	to	approach	and	the	children	were	
not	afraid	to	ask	questions.	Some	children	were	taken	aside	and	had	
a	good	one	on	one	talk	or	advice	was	given	by	a	youth	leader	or	
staff	member.	Any	child	that	continued	to	misbehave	,	was	reported	
to	the	Coordinator,	Pa	Riikau,	and	he	would	arrange	for	them	to	
help	him	out	and/or	he	would	have	a	private	talk	with	them.	By	
Thursday	the	bullying	had	virtually	disappeared.		
	
An	outcome	of	this	work	was	to	set	up	a	youth	leadership	training	
course	for	teenagers		
	
	
Setting	up	creative	environments	that	help	people	to	explore	themes	of	bullying.		
	

Mark-it-Up	art	project	
The	Mark-it-Up	campaign	also	asked	
local	businesses	and	community	
agencies	to	do	art	works	with	anti-
bullying	themes.	The	role	of	creativity	
in	the	prevention	of	bullying	has	
several	strands.	In	many	respects,	

bullying	is	the	antithesis	of	creativity.	Fear	of	bullying	results	in	a	restriction	of	opportunity	and	a	
subjugation	of	identity.	A	creative	process,	such	as	painting,	is	an	exploration	of	opportunity	and	
identity.	Part	of	this	process	may	be	an	exploration	of	the	experience	of	bullying	in	which	the	artist	
finds	strength	through	bringing	into	consciousness,	and	thus	releasing,	powerful	emotions	
suppressed	by	that	experience15,16.	Finally,	the	viewing	of	creative	works	on	the	theme	of	bullying	
connects	people	at	an	emotional	level	to	the	issues		

	

	
of	bullying.	What	we	see	here	are	some	of	the	art	works	produced	by	the	students	
at	the	Salvation	Army	Education	and	Employment	Service	and	shown	at	our	SPEAK	
event	which	brought	the	communities	involved	in	all	of	our	sub-projects	together.	
These	paintings	reflect	powerful	experiences	of	violence	and	bullying	directly	or	

																																																													
15	Metzl,	E.	S.	(2009).	The	role	of	creative	thinking	in	resilience	after	hurricane	Katrina.	Psychology	of	
Aesthetics,	Creativity,	and	the	Arts,	3(2),	112–123.	
16	Wexler,	A.	(2004).	The	art	of	necessity:	Pictures	of	lives	reclaimed	from	trauma.	Art	Education,	57(1),	21–24	
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indirectly	in	the	lives	of	the	artists.	They	are	part	of	the	healing	process	for	the	artists	and	
communities	that	interact	with	the	paintings.	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
Project	Respect		
Project	Respect	lead	by	Pa	Riikau	Karepa	started	out	as	the	K101	youth	club	on	Monday	4th	open	to	
ages	11	years	up	to	25	years	old.	As	well	as	Pa,	who	coordinates	the	programme,	VFC	employs	an	
administrator	and	three	youth	leaders	(all	teenage	girls),	initially	for	three	hours	a	week.		Project	
Respect	has	a	strong	anti-bullying	theme.	Their	motto	is	“Our	Place,	Our	Community,	Our	School,	
and	Our	Work	Place”.	The	programme	was	described	as	multicultural	kapahaka	and	included	Cook	
Island,	Samoan	and	Maori	cultural	performance,	choir,	hip-hop,	rap,	and	spoken	narratives	without	
music.	Students	created	some	of	the	works	performed	building	on	experiences	of	bullying.		
	
One	of	their	performances	is	of	“Hopeful”,	a	song	originally	written	by	two	young	British	boys	who	
performed	at	Britain’s	Got	Talent	a	couple	of	years	ago	to	let	people	know	that	they	were	being	
bullied	at	school.	Kapa	Haka	also	encompasses	the	elements	of	Tawhiri	Ao,	a	style	of	Māori	Tai	Chi	to	
calm	the	mind,	spirit	and	body	of	the	students	so	they	have	an	open	and	restful	mind	for	the	tasks	
that	they	will	be	facing	that	day.	
	
In	the	beginning	they	started	with	17	students	every	Thursday	running	from	3.30-5.30	pm,	mainly	
from	Bruce	McLaren	Intermediate	School	and	over	the	next	few	weeks	the	attendance	was	about	25	
to	30	students	75%	girls.	Students	came	from	a	wide	range	of	cultures	and	nationalities	including	the	
Philippines,	Somalia,	Samoa,	the	Cook	Islands,	Tonga	and	Māori	and	Pākehā	New	Zealanders.	Most	
of	the	attendees	were	Māori	or	from	the	Pacific	Islands	and	aged	between	11	and	13	years.	The	
programme	tries	to	achieve	a	family	atmosphere	where	students	are	feed	(hot	chips	at	half-time),	
feel	safe	and	have	another	place	to	go	and	hang	out.	
	
The	programme	needs	to	be	seen	in	the	context	of	a	community	with	very	limited	resources17.	
Parents	often	have	to	hold	down	two	jobs,	and	the	level	of	sole	parenting	is	high.	There	are	

																																																													
17	See	footnote	11.	
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commercial	after-school	programme	services,	but	none	based	at	Bruce	McLaren	School..	There	is	
one	excellent	alternative	adjacent	to	the	school,	Studio	MPHS,	“an	after-school	programme	for	
young	people	aged	9-18	to	help	them	design	their	future	by	providing	access	to	state	of	the	art	
creative	technologies”18.	
	

We	interviewed	14	attendees	(13	girls	and	one	boy)	at	
Project	Respect	to	find	out	why	they	were	involved.	Most	
got	involved	through	Pa	who	has	a	support	role	at	
McLaren	Park	school	(table	6).	Hanging	out	with	friends	
and	having	fun	doing	activities	that	they	liked,	
particularly	the	dancing.	One	or	two	were	also	inspired	
by	being	in	and	anti-bullying	environment	and	the	

exercise	of	leadership	(table	7).	
	
Table	7:	What	made	children	want	to	come	along	to	Project	Respect?	
Wanted	to	hang	out	with	friends	“instead	of	being	bored	at	home”,	to	meet	new	friends,		 36%	
Liked	what	it	was	about,	the	activities	and	the	performances,	wanted	to	be	a	part	of	it	 36%	
Doing	dance	moves,	hip-hop,	team	other	styles	of	dancing,	Cook	lsland	and	so	on	 29%	
It	sounded	like	fun,	“I	enjoyed	it	and	everyone	is	great”.		 29%	
An	opportunity	to	learn	about	leadership		 7%	
They	provide	food		 7%	
It’s	a	“good	environment”	where	people	have	“	good	manners”,	and	we’re	“learning	how	to	
find	ways	.	.	.	to	get	over	bullying”	 7%	
	
The	best	things	about	Project	Respect	is	the	performance	aspect,	learning	new	skills,	particularly	
dancing.	Again	there	are	comments	about	the	environment	of	positive	support	from	“nice	people”	
and	working	together,	engaging	with	your	culture	(table	8).	
	
Table	8:	What	are	the	best	things	about	coming	to	Project	Respect?	
Dancing:	hip-hop,	there	are	a	lot	of	nice	people	who	help	with	the	moves,	Indian	dancing	 43%	
Learning	new	skills,	different	things,	learning	new	stuff	to	extend	the	mind	and	body	 36%	
Everything,	the	activities,	the	variety	of	items,	acting	 29%	
Doing	“my	culture”,		kapa	haka	and	other	culture	activities	 21%	
Knowing	other	people	better,	hanging	out,	meeting	new	people,	cooperation,		doing		“anti-
bullying	thingy”	 21%	

	
Half	the	interviewees	had	no	problems	with	Project	Respect,	while	the	other	noted	issues	of	conflict	
with	other	children	and	times	when	they	felt	uncertain	with	whether	the	group	management	was	
sufficiently	disciplined	(table	9).		
	
Table	9:	Things	that	children	don’t		like	much	in	Project	Respect	
Nothing,	all	good	 50%	
Conflict	with	others:	people	talking	“bull”,	“niggling”,	“butting	into	other	people	business…	
telling	lies”,		“yelling	at	us”,	not	liking	someone	in	the	group	 36%	
Unclear	leadership:	“When	Pa	is	trying	[to	communicate]	they	are	doing	their	own	things”,		
“Leaders	tell	you	do	one	thing	someone	tells	you	to	do	another”.	 14%	

	

																																																													
18	Studio	MPHS	(2012).	See	http://mphs.org.nz/2012/08/29/high-tech-youth-studio/	

Table	6:	Source	of	information	about	
Project	Respect?		
Pa	 79%	
Saw	others	attending		 7%	
A	friend	told	me	 7%	
Saw	the	programme	at	school	 7%	
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Finally,	all	the	interviewees	seemed	to	be	aware	of	the	seriousness	of	the	consequences	of	bullying.	
Some	reflected	on	their	own	experience	as	bullies	and	how	they	could	now	see	things	from	a	more	
compassionate	stance,	while	others	mentioned	skills	that	help	prevent	bullying	(table	10)	
	
Table	10:	Children’s	learning	about	bullying		
Seriousness	of	bullying:	It	is	really	bad	for	the	person’s	feelings,	can	cause	a	lot	of	trouble,	it	
can	lead	..	to	suicide,		it	“is	not	appropriate	in	the	school	and	makes	other	leave	the	school	
when	they	shouldn't	have	to”.	 57%	
Anti-bullying	skills:	Thinking	first	before	you	actually	say	something	to	someone	and	not	
judging.		Breathe,	think,	do,		be	disciplined.	Respect	others,		treat	others	the	way	you	
wanted	to	be	treated,	to	be	co-operative	and	get	along	with	others,	stand	up	for	other	
people	 43%	
Learning	from	the	experience	of	being	a	bully:		“I	have	bullied	before	and	like	then	when	I	
get	bullied	I	now	know	what	the	other	people	felt	when	I	bullied”.		“Like	its	bad	and	like	you	
should	put	your	feet	in	others	people	shoe”.	“It	can	lead	kids	to	bully	others”.	 21%	

	
	In	August	Project	went	to	a	twice	a	week	programme	(Mondays	and	Thursdays)	and	maintained	the	
same	level	of	attendance	they	had	over	May-July.	However,	in	September	attendance	dropped	to	10	
per	session	with	23	children	participating	over	the	month,	rising	again	in	October	to	12	per	session	
and	25	participants	over	the	month.	Notably	all	the	boys	had	dropped	out.	We	collectively	
interviewed	12	children	early	in	October.	They	reinforced	the	reasons	that	were	given	above	for	
attending	Project	Respect	–	loving	performance	aspects	(dancing,	singing	and	cultural	performance),	
learning	new	skills	and	supporting	each	other	as	friends.	They	felt	that	at	the	beginning	of	the	
programme	there	was	a	lot	bullying,	but	they	had	learned	new	ways	to	interact	with	each	other,	
some	of	which	they	felt	carried	into	the	school.	Their	friendship	group	school	was	quite	different	
from	the	Project	Respect	group	even	they	were	clearly	good	friends	when	attending	Project	Respect.	
They	saw	themselves	as	role	models	and	were	prepared	to	intervene	in	stopping	fights.	However,	
they	also	felt	that	there	was	very	little	bullying	at	school	at	the	present	time.	Highlights	for	them	
were	the	outside	performances,	notably	the	Night	Market	where	they	had	an	audience	of	100	

people.	Their	summing	up	adjectives	for	the	programme	
were	“interesting”	and		“awesome”.	Many	felt	that	if	
Project	Respect	did	not	continue,	there	would	nothing	
for	them	to	do	after	school.	In	October	we	also	surveyed	
the	parents	of	the	children	and	got	responses	from	12	
mothers,	nine	of	whose	children	are	still	attending	the	
programme	–	11	girls	and	one	boy.	The	flyer,	notices	and	
posters		used	to	advertise	the	project	and	the	children	
themselves	were	the	key	means	of	effectively	promoting	
the	project	(table	10).		
	

	
Was	bullying	an	issue	for	these	parents?	We	found	that	for	half	that	it	had	been,	particularly	at	
school,	but	also	out	in	the	community	and	in	the	home.	Instances	of	cyberbullying	were	also	given	

Table	10:	Where	parents	got	their	
information	about	Project	Respect	
From	a	flyer,	school	notice,	
poster	in	a	shop	 58%	
Their	child	told	them	about	it	
starting	up:		“she	attends	Bruce	
McLaren	Intermediate	and	was	
really	excited	about	it”		

58%	
	

Through	Pa,	the	coordinator.		 25%	
From	a	friend	of	the	child	 8%	

Table	11:	Where	bullying	been	an	issue	for	the	parent’s	child	
Not	an	issue:		Child	“hasn’t	told	me	anything	or	I	haven’t	noticed”,	“my	child	is	happy	child”		 50%	
At	school:		Involved	in	arguments	or	group	bullying	with	peers,	“children	at	school	bully	her	
because	she	is	dark	colour	and	they	think	she	can’t	do	what	they	do	like	dance	and	sing”.	 33%	
Between	friends	in	the	community:	“she	was	part	of	a	crowd	that	bullied	others	in	a	way	of	
laughing	who’s	better	than	who	and	so	on”			 17%	
Cyber-bullying:	“The	worst	is	on	the	internet	and	texting”,	“Yes	on	facebook”	 17%	
At	home:	between	siblings	 8%	
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(table	11).	For	those	for	whom	bullying	was	an	issue,	Project’s	Respect	focus	on	bullying	prevention	
was	a	plus	and	they	also	liked	the	idea	that	the	programme	kept	the	children	from	“hanging	around	
with	the	wrong	crowd.	Half	of	the	parents	thought	that	their	children	would	like	going	and	that	they	
would	have	fun,	and	a	third	of	the	parents	were	grateful	that	their	children	were	not	on	their	own	or	
unsupervised	while	they	were	finishing	work	(table	12).	
	
Table	12:	Reasons	for	sending	your	child	(or	children)	to	Project	Respect?	
Improve	self-esteem/have	fun:		“To	learn	not	to	give	up	and	that	she	is	worthy,	and	she	can	
have	friends	who	don’t	bully	her	”,	to	have	fun	and	enjoy	being	a	kid”,	“she	asked	me	to	
come	to	project	respect	and	I	see	her	-	it	is	a	good	opportunity	for	her”,		“my	child	is	willing	
to	go	so	I	allow	her”.	 50%	
Learning	a	lot	about	stopping	bullying:		“to	learn	respect	and	no	bullying”,	“learn	how	to	not	
bully	and	the	effects	of	bullying	and	discipline”.	“She	has	learnt	how	to	prevent	and	what	to	
do	when	bullying	occurs”,	helps	“her	to	understand	why	not	to	bully	other	children”.	

42%	
	

Good	after	school	care:		“I	finish	work	late”,	benefits	for	me	while	I’m	at	work”.	“I	can	pick	
her	up	after	work	saves	her	waiting	at	home	till	I	finish”,		“good	for	me	as	I	finish	at	5”	 33%	
Stops	hanging	with	the	wrong	crowd:		“Gives	her	a	chance	to	go	out	in	a	right	way	..instead	
of	getting	in	trouble”,			“not	to	grow	up	too	fast	on	the	street”.	 17%	
	
Parents	overall,	thought	their	children	really	loved	going	to	Project	Respect,	although	the	three	that	
withdrew,	including	the	only	male,	“got	bored”,	were	doing	sports	practice	at	the	same	time	or	
preferred		hanging	out	with	friends	elsewhere	(table	13).	
	
Table	13:	What	the	children	like/dislike	about	Project	Respect	according	to	the	parents?		
Loves	it:			“Enjoys	it	heaps”,	“she	really	enjoys	it”,	“loves	going,	looks	forward	to	it”,	she	says	it’s	
cool”,	“	she	tells	me	everything	they	do”,	“loves	everything	about	the	program	especially	the	
dancing”,	“she	practises	the	dances	and	sings	around	the	house”,	“loves	it”.	 83%	
Making	friends:		“She	really	wants	to	come	because	she	see	all	the	kids	there	don’t	bully	her	
and	are	her	friends”,	“Likes	to	support	Pa	and	make	new	friends”.	 17%	
Gets	bored:	“Boring	sometimes	just	doing	dance,	singing	and	culture.	Would	love	games	and	
sports	and	go	out	sometimes”.			“He	said	dancing	and	singing	is	boring	when	we	only	do	that	all	
the	time”.	

17%	
	

Good	excuse	for	doing	something	unsupervised:	“Stopped	going	to	hang	out	with	friends,	“just	
using	it	as	an	excuse	to	go	hang	with	other	mates”.	 17%	
Competes	with	other	after	school	activities:	sports	after	school	interrupts	the	days	for	Project	
Respect	 8%	
	
Table	14:	The	changes	(if	any)	observed	by	parents	in	their	children	as	a	result	of	going	to	Project	
Respect?	
Better	behaved,	showing	leadership:		“More	disciplined	…	better	at	schoolwork”,	“respectful	at	
home	and	elsewhere”,		“more	focused	on	something	which	makes	her	good	and	not	worried	
about	what	other	kids	do”,		“more	open	with	how	she	act”,	“more	self-esteem	…	she	talks	
about	what	they	are	learning”,		“she	helps	to	teach	[the	other	kids]	how	to	do	the	dance	moves	
and	she’s	is	committing	herself	to	do	better	things	than	roam	or	be	naughty”,	“has	stopped	my	
child	from	roaming	and	helps	her	to	make	friends	and	change	her	way	of	thinking”.	

50%	
	
	
	

Happy:	“She’s	happy	all	the	time”,	“She’s	happy,	loves	going	out	to	places”	“practices	
everything	at	home,	dancing,	singing,	hip-hop”,	“I	love	this	program	because	it	is	helping	my	
daughter	to	overcome	bullies”.	 25%	
No	changes:		“Nothing	so	far,	she	hasn’t	been	attending	–	she’s	going	to	other	places”,		“she	
was	using	Project	Respect	to	go	wander	down	Henderson	with	bad	associations	”.	 25%	
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Three	quarters	of	the	parents	noticed	very	positive	changes	as	a	result	of	Project	respect	in	the	area	
of	good	behaviour	and	general	happiness	that	has	led	to	more	focussed	and	able	children,	who	less	
at	risk	of	getting	into	trouble.	Some	of	the	parental	statements	show	a	passionate	level	of	support	(“I	
love	this	program	because	it	is	helping	my	daughter	to	overcome	bullies”).	For	the	girls	that	have	
pulled	out,	there	are	worries	that	they	will	get	into	trouble	(table	14)		
	
When	asked	about	changes	they	would	like	to	10	of	the	12	parents	either	said	“no	change”	or	give	us	
much	more	of	this,	the	latter	request,	no	doubt,	partially	motivated	by	wanting	more	free	child	care	
as	much	by	the	value	of	the	programme	to	child.	Two	parents	wanted	changes	that	deal	with	the	
issues	raised	in	table	14	about	monitoring	of	potentially	wayward	girls	and	finding	activities	that	
boys	wanted	to	engage	with	(table	17)	
	
Table	17:			The	changes	(if	any)	parents	would	you	like	to	see	in	Project	Respect?	
More	sessions,	options	or	longer	sessions:			“It	would	be	lovely	if	project	respect	was	everyday	
so	the	kids	have	something	to	look	forward	to”,	“an	everyday	thing,	would	be	cool”,	“more	
days,	possibly	all	week”,	“longer	hours	–	3.30	–	6.00pm”,	“Change	the	days	and	negotiate	with	
the	kids	to	see	which	days	are	the	sports	days”.		

42%	
	
	

Change	nothing:	“Everything’s	cool”.			 42%	
More	boys	stuff:		“Maybe	attract	more	boys	in	a	way	do	other	stuff”	 8%	
Contact	parents	when	the	child	is	not	there	or	notify	in	someway	 8%	
	
We	also	interviewed	the	Project	Respect	staff	and	the	acting	principal	of	Bruce	McLaren	School.	They	
could	see	the	growth	in	the	children	and	noted	the	progress	over	time	from	a	competitive	(and	
potentially	bullying)	model	to	a	collaborative	one,	that	encouraged	leadership.	There	was	much	less	
teasing,	they	were	much	more	responsive	and	took	the	tasks	seriously.	All	the	performing	had	made	
the	children	more	outgoing,	more	confident	both	in	the	group	and	outside	in	the	community.	The	
children	were	relaxed	mixing	outside	of	their	friendship	group.	All	this	happens	within	a	cultural	
engagement	framework	that	respects	the	cultures	of	the	children,	gives	leadership	to	the	culture	of	
tangata	whenua,	and	encourages	children	to	explore	the	song	and	story	telling	traditions	of	their	
own	cultures	and	how	this	connects	with	youth	culture	that	dominates	adolescence.	In	short,	they	
confirmed	the	perspectives	from	parents	and	the	children	themselves.		
	
The	acting	principal	of	Bruce	McLaren	School,	Brett	McKenzie,		looked	at	the	list	children	who	were	
currently	engaged	with	Project	Respect	and	said	he	could	see	two	of	his	prefects	for	next	year	in	the	
group.	Some	of	the	children	who	had	been	challenging	at	the	beginning	of	the	year,	were	showing	
their	potential	for	leadership	roles	in	the	future.	The	multicultural	kapahaka	model	of	Project	
Respect	worked	well	for	the	pupils	of	the	school	and	the	flexibility	of	the	programme	allowed	
children	to	partially	attend	Project	Respect	while	engaging	with	other	after-school	activities,	such	as	
training	for	a	sport.	He	agreed	with	children	that	there	was	little	bullying	currently	at	the	school,	but	
wasn’t	sure	how	much	this	could	be	attributed	to	Project	Respect,	aside	from	the	maturity	shown	by	
Project	Respect	attendees.	He	felt,	however,	that	it	would	be	a	huge	loss	to	the	school,	children	and	
parents	if	the	programme	were	to	stop.		
	
Project	Respect	was	also	important	in	terms	of	the	leadership	experience	that	the	three	youth	
coordinators,	Joanne	Lamositele,	Britney	Kama	and	Katarina	Kaire,	gained	as	part	of	their	work	for	
Project	Respect.	They	had	been	acting	dance,	singing	and	acting	coaches	and	each	with	a	specific	
cultural	responsibility.	They	would	each	work	with	a	small	group	of	children	and	were	the	role	
models	that	made	Project	Respect	so	satisfying	for	the	children,	who	would	often	confide	with	their	
favourite	youth	coordinator	about	things	that	were	worrying	them.	As	leaders	they	have	had	to	
learn	the	relationship	between	good	discipline	and	the	ability	to	respond	to	the	individual	needs	of	
children.	They	have	gone	well	beyond	the	traditional	“growling”	into	the	patient	listening,	careful	
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observation	and	warm	attention	that	engages	young	minds.	Under	pressure	they	have	learned	to	
count	to	five	before	responding,	to	use	humour,	to	encourage	the	children’s	creative	processes	and	
to	use	their	considerable	skills	as	performers	to	model	their	expectations	of	the	children.	They	have	
brought	a	passion	to	the	programme	and	it	has	grown	under	tutorship	of	Pa,	such	that,	although	
funding	has	run	out,	they	are	committed	to	seeing	the	year	out	with	a	final	and	fantastic	graduation	
performance	at	the	end	of	November.	
	
To	conclude	this	section	on	setting	up	creative	environments	that	help	people	to	explore	themes	of	
bullying,	the	data	presented	makes	a	strong	case	for	pictographic	and	performing	arts	as	part	of	a	
whole	of	community	strategy	to	deal	with	bullying.	As	with	the	artists,	the	children	from	Project	
Respect	have	put	their	experiences	of	bullying	and	violence	into	the	creation	of	their	performances	
and	in	the	process	become	more	conscious	of	who	they	are	and	what	they	achieve.		
One	of	the	challenges	to	programme	was	that	some	parents	have	prevented	their	children	from	
coming	as	a	punishment	for	bad	behaviour.		
	
Cyberbullying	also	arose	in	a	story	told	by	one	of	the	children	who	said	that	his	“real	friend,	my	best	
friend”	put	a	very	unpleasant	and	hugely	insulting	comment	about	him	on	facebook	suggesting	a	
sexual	act	between	the	boy	and	his	mother.	On	the	positive	side	this	issue	could	be	addressed	so	
that	the	damage	was	limited.	

Working	with	a	whole	community	on	how	to	their	community	a	more	connected,	more	
fun,	safer	place	to	live	in.				
	
SPEAK	
SPEAK	connected	all	of	our	projects	and	the	communities	involved	with	them.	
It	was	the	finale	to	two	years	of	innovative	work.	The	aim	of	SPEAK	was	to	
increase	connection	between	the	community	and	services	and	information	to	
achieve	the	Banishing	Bullying	Together	outcome	of	a	community	with	a	much	
lower	level	of	bullying.	The	Mark	It	Up	artwork	from	the	students	at	the	
Salvation	Army	Education	and	Training	unit	was	on	display.	Project	Respect	and	
Legacy	performed.	There	was	time	to	reflect	on	the	work	of	the	Community	
Champions	that's	come	from	the	Henderson	South	Our	Amazing	Place	and	Let's	
Get	Started	project.	There	was	food	and	time	for	discussion	on	where	to	go	
next.		105	people	attended.	
	
Our	Amazing	Place-Let’s	Get	Started		
The	Our	Amazing	Place-Let’s	Get	Started	sub-project	was	a	major	project	on	its	own,	involving	
interviews	with	45	residents	of	Henderson	South,	the	identification	of	key	projects	that	would	
improve	the	community,	the	recruitment	of	five	community	champions,	leaflet	drops,	posters	and	
emails	to	engage	the	community,	and	the	organisation	of	a	four	hour	event	in	which	53	family	teams	
and	250	people	explored	their	community.		They	loved	what	they	saw	and	many	wanted	to	get	
involved	with	the	projects	that	were	promoted,	all	which	either	increase	connection,	enhance	safety	
or	create	“more	fun”	–	all	key	to	reducing	bullying.		
	
See	following.	the	summary	of	changes	from	the	student	interviews;:	the	invitation	to	Our	Amazing	
Place-Let’s	Get	Started	event;	the	10	projects	promoted	for	on	that	event;	the	review	of	the	event;		
and	the	review	of	RISE	–	Dinner	with	a	Difference	a	Bully	Banishing	Together	project	held	in	2014.	
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What	do	people	want	to	change	
in	Henderson	South	and	how	do	

they	want	to	go	about	it?	
	

Ideas	from	interviews	with	residents	

Geoff	Bridgman	

				21/07/2015	

Projects	

• Fix	up	Tabitha	Cres	and	Murillo	St	Parks	so	that	they	attract	children	of	all	ages	and	their	parents	
• Slow	down	the	traffic	on	Border	Rd	and	put	a	in	pedestrian	crossing	with	lights.	Fill	in	the	ditches.	More	

signs	up	about	that	tell	drivers	there's	kids	or	there's	a	preschool	in	the	area.		
• We	need	speed	bumps	on	Tabitha	Cres	
• Better	street	lighting	in	some	on	the	alleyways.		
• Help	for	older	people	or	people	with	a	disability	in	managing	tasks	–	gardening	and	

moving	heavy	objects,	shopping,	mail	
• More	whanau	and	neighbour	support,	looking	after	the	grandchildren,	sharing	

food,	fruit,	recreational	space,	unwanted	furniture	and	equipment,	taking	the	
neighbour’s	dog	for	a	walk.	It’s	neat	when	you	have	relatives	living	close		

• Organising	street	BBQs,	setting	up	coffee	groups	and/or	inviting	people	from	the	street	to	your	party	
• Getting	a	community	garden	going	in	South	Henderson	-	it	would	help	to	create	a	better	community	spirit	

and	a	lot	of	the	neighbours	would	help.	Down	the	road,	they’ve	got	that	area	of	
land	or	in	the	park	we	could	have	a	community	gardens	there	

• Have	a	community	clean	up,	create	a	mural,	celebrate	
• Support	from	local	business	to	create	business	opportunities	in	South	Henderson.	

Start	an	incubator	programme	that	prepares	locals	to	go	into	business	
• Neighbourhood	development	to	help	residents	meet	their	full	potential,		working	

out	where	we	can	connect	people	to,	to	discover	this	
• Our	projects	should	be	in	the	form	of	an		“IDEA	“-		inclusion,	dialogue,	

empowerment	and	action.	
• We	need	a	facility	that	caters	for	the	elderly,	a	meet	and	greet	where	activities	and	community	lunches	

were	provided.	It	should	cater	to	all	ages	as	often	the	elderly	enjoy	the	company	of	children.	
• The	community	could	set	up	a	youth	group	that	provides	a	place	to	hang	out	with	friends	and	socialise,	

taking	them	off	the	street	and	out	of	trouble.		
• Something	to	support	young	mothers	who	are	struggling	with	children	(some	of	the	older	mothers	

struggle	as	well).	

Taking	responsibility		
• We	need	someone	who	can	stand	up	and	say	we	can	help	you.	It	could	be	local	MPs	because	if	they’re	on	

your	side	they	could	put	in	a	good	word,	or	you	would	hope	they	would.	
• The	government	needs	to	step	up.	Housing	Corp	should	do	proper	maintenance	on	State	houses,	City	

Council	needs	to	deal	with	the	rubbish.	Having	to	buy	rubbish	bags	stops	some	people	dealing	with	their	
rubbish.	Help	needed	to	kill	off	a	very	difficult	noxious	weed	–	Peruvian	Pepper	tree.		

Henderson	South	
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• The	government	agencies,	the	city	council	and	people	in	the	community	
need	to	work	together.	We	have	got	to	be	responsible	to	make	our	own	
community.	Also,	the	community	needs	organize	out	door	programmes	
and	activities	for	kids.	For	example,	soccer	games,	basketball	and	parent	
or	mothers	can	make	organized	picnic	and	sandwiches	for	kids.			

• People	have	got	to	take	responsibility	and	sometimes	it’s	about	learning	
new	skills	including	budgeting,		goal	setting,	conflict	resolution,	
leadership,	business	classes.		Youth	need	access	to	adventure	camps	
where	they	can	get	away	from	TV	and	drugs.	What	can	we	do	for	people	
who	are	in	state	houses	-	maybe	helping	them	to	improve	their	gardens,	
fences,	to	make	it	nicer	for	them.		

• Help	ourselves		-	a	garden	doesn’t	massively	make	a	change	but	morally	it’s	great	to	get	to	go	outside	and	
get	some	kale	or	some	broccoli.	Planting		mandarins,	three	years	now	-	grab	some	on	the	way	out	and	
take	them	home.	

• People	volunteer	and	are	willing	to	be	part	of	a	bigger	process.	Helping	with	Hub	West,	mowing	the	lawns	
of	elderly	neighbours,	taking	part	in	the	community	garden,	doing	community	work	through	the	church,	
picking	up	rubbish,	cooking,	helping	set	up	a	neighbourhood	community	
BBQ,	running	facebook	pages,	being	part	of	neighbourhood	watch,	
running	a	games	night	(Bridge,	500,	Texas	Holdem	or	Bingo	nights),	
helping	with	a	walking	bus,	working	with	cat	rescue.			

• Sometimes	we	have	to	intervene.	Go	straight	in,	mediate,	help	people	
reach	an	agreement.	Talk	parent	to	parent.	Get	another	three	or	four	
other	people	involved	cause	someone	wants	to	help	but	they	are	all	
scared	as	well	like	me.	Where	needed,	first	ring	the	Police	and	try	to	get	
help.		

	

Asking	for	help	

• Living	in	a	community	where	asking	for	help	is	OK	-	everyone	else	knows	how	hard	it	is	to	ask	for	help.	
Help	used	to	be	there,	but	it	seems	now	people	don’t	get	any	help.	They	need	to	understand	that	it’s	ok	to	
ask	for	help.	It’s	hard	one	because	it’s	a	personal	thing	and	you	can’t	be	sure	that	people	are	prepared	to	
accept	help.	Everyone’s	got	their	own	different	ways	of	healing	some	people	would	rather	stay	away	from	
where	there	hurts	come	from.	However,	it	won’t	feel	like	a	community	if	people	do	take	it	wrong	when	
you	are	wanting	to	help.	We	want	to	help	each	other.	People	who	think	that	they	have	nothing	to	
contribute,	have	something	to	contribute,	and	in	the	end,	their	contribution	benefits	themselves.	

	

Creating	Community:		

• Have	a	community	day	with	a	BBQ,	activities,	rugby	and	soccer	ball,	kids	
having	fun,	sharing	Guy	Fawkes		

• Do	some	street	parties	and	do	them	at	different	people’s	houses	help	
this	street	to	know	each	other	better	

• Get	people	out	of	their	own	little	world	and	have	connection	with	the	
community	

• Have	a	hui,	for	neighbours	or	those	who	live	in	the	community		-		a	
shared	gathering.		This	could	be	once	a	month	at	the	community	hall.	

• 	Know	that	behaviour	is	quite	hard	to	change,	but	we	have	to	keep	on	at	it,	because	when	it	works	and	we	
do	get	together	it	can	be	awesome.	We	can’t	keep	on	saying	“we’re	too	busy”.	

• We	need	things	to	be	happening	here,	it	is	always	helpful	if	you	can	walk	to	things		
• Bringing	more	people	into	our	community.	Many	migrants	are	very	outgoing,	they	are	into	life,	want	to	do	

things.	
• How	can	we	get	to	know	all	the	kids?	We	used	too	but	now	all	the	kids	are	new	here.	
• The	community	coming	together	to	help	the	troubled	kids	and	prevent	kids	in	our	community	go	down	

that	path	you	know.	
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• Pride	in	our	community:	How	do	we	create	it?	Recently	our	local	high	school,	Henderson	High	School	has	
achieved	the	highest	NCEA	results	in	Auckland	public	schools	–that’s	really	fantastic.	

• We	need	community	notice	boards	or	a	community	Facebook	group	or	something	like	that.	Brochures	for	
things	are	cool.	There’s	Tinder	apps	for	community	things.	Also	Neighbourly	

• We	need	more	parking	areas,	we	need	a	community	hall	where	we	can	all	meet	and	discuss	what’s	
worrying	us	the	most	

• Making	an	effort	to	talk	to	your	neighbour	–	more	than	just	“hi”,	some	genuine	sharing	about	how	things	
are,	welcoming	new	neighbours,	bringing	a	small	gift	when	a	new	baby	arrives.	

• Making	an	effort	to	connect	with	neighbours	from	different	cultures.	
• When	the	neighbours		don't	know	each	other	and	somebody	needs	help,	this	is		where	is	the	community	

around	can	protect	them		
• Watching	out	for	your	neighbour’s	property	when	they’re	away	and	generally	

looking	out	for	the	interests	of	neighbours	without	being	a	busybody	
• Showing	consideration	for	each	other	around	noise		
• Connection	with	local	churches	will	strengthen	a	community	
• Having	a	community	sports	day	with	street	teams.	
• Find	some	way	of	connecting	renters,	particularly	the	younger	ones	to	the	

community.	
	

Sharing:		

• Everybody	can	do	a	little	bit	in	their	own.		Even	if	life	is	busy,	just	do	your	own	little	bit,	it	could	be	as	
simple	as	mowing	your	lawns	or	you	know	giving	your	neighbours	some	feijoas	or	plums	or	whatever	
you’ve	got	or	a	spare	oil	heater	for	a	family	who		is	“freezing	cold”	and	lives	two	streets	away.	

• The	community	needs	to	share	ideas	to	help	each	other	out.	Could	be	like	who’s	a	good	painter	or	builder,	
or	where	there’s	a	fun	event	for	kids	

	

Education	and	information:		

• People	need	to	know	that	they	can	get	help	-	sending	out	pamphlets	
and	door	knocking	helps	(if	it’s	right	kind	of	person).		

• We	can	see	the	impact	of	poverty	within	the	Henderson	South	area	
on	a	daily	basis,	whether	it	is	children	without	lunch	or	the	stressors	
within	families	who	are	financially	struggling.	They	should	have	
people	to	go	to	for	help	or	know	that	there’s	something	in	the	
community	who	can	help.	We	could	let	people	know	what	we	do	and	
how	we	can	help.		

• We	need	more	people	out	there	to	teach	people	and	let	them	know	
what’s	going	on.		

• We	don’t	have	to	wait	until	something	happens	before	helping,		but	
we	do	need	to	be	aware	of	what	needs	to	be	done.	

• Families	are	investing	in	their	kids’	education	and	are	trying	to	help	them	to	be	successful.		
• Going	to	Uni	helps	us	to	step	out	a	lot	of	my	comfort	zone.	It	makes	us	and	teaches	us	about	ourselves.		
• Plunket	was	great	for	the	newborns	and	infants.	We	need	help	services	that	go	through	all	ages	–	people	

who	can	say	“this	is	the	information	and	here	is	a	phone	number	you	can	ring	to	help	you	out".	
• Helping	services	need	to	advertise	this	is	the	day	we	do	this,	etc.		Like	the	Salvation	Army	last	year	actually	

serves	supper	with	different	foods	on	different	days.	
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• Access	to	funds	or	support	when	accidents	happen	to	families	
• Crime	prevention	
• It	would	be	good	to	hold	drug	and	alcohol	assessments	locally	i.e.	at	the	

emergency	unit,	at	schools	and	also	at	the	community	Hub.	Through	these	
assessments,	people	will	get	the	necessary	information	and	resources	as	to	
where	they	can	go	for	help.	

• Do	we	need	harsher	punishments	that	might	keep	people	from	dealing	drugs?	
	
Different	Approaches:		
	
• A	lot	of	approaches	and	different	ways	might	help	the	situation.		We	don’t	just	

stick	to	that	one	way	cause	another	approach	might	work	with	a	lot	of	things.		
• Promote	South	Henderson	as	a	good	and	safe	place	to	live,	with	friendly	supportive	neighbours,	

community	



	
	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

Tena Koe, Talofa Lava, Malo e Lelei, 
Fakalofa Lahi Aatu, Kia Orana, Namaste, 

Ni hao,  Hello! 
 

Be part of the change 
This is an event that gives the residents of a 
section of Henderson South an opportunity 
to better understand and use the human and 
natural resources both in their community 
and available to their community, to take 
pride in their community and to establish a 
project or projects that create positive 
change for their community. 
 
29th August 2pm to 6pm. Starting 

at Henderson South School 
 

Our Amazing Place 
Do the tour of Henderson South between 
Garelja St and Tabitha Cres and see all the 
places where the residents want change and 
their ideas for change. Community agencies 
and business will have stations around the 
route and ideas and resources that address 
many of the issues residents have raised.  

 
Let’s Get Started 

Residents been interviewed and they’ve had 
feedback about the changes they want. 
Some small projects have started. The OAP 
tour will have posters and stations where 
these ideas can be viewed and discussed. 
Let’s Get Started takes these ideas and 
enthusiasm about what could done, and 
puts them into a community discussion 
with some fun and food with the aim of 
making an action plan of “where to” next. 

 
How can you/your agency help? 

Be a stakeholder. Look at what the 
Henderson South residents are wanting for 
their community. Can you offer 
information and support for their 
initiatives? Set up an OAP stakeholder 
table with information for the adults and 
something that would fun for the kids OR 
be a volunteer helper on the day?  
	
CONTACT:	Rebecca	George-Koteka,	
rebecca@mphs.org.nz;		838	4820	
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The	ten	projects	that	
were	selected	for	the	
Our	Amazing	Place	
route.	Projects	4,	5,	8	
and	9	and	stations	
where	community	
volunteers	were	
available	for	
discussions	about	
them	
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OUR	AMAZING	PLACE,	HENDERSON	SOUTH	EVALUATION		

	

What	a	great	day	it	was	on	Saturday	the	29th	of	August.	From	a	small	community	of	about	400	houses	
and	flats	in	Henderson	South,	around	250	people	participated	in	the	Our	Amazing	Place	event,	with	53	
teams	registering.	As	well	as	the	residents,	three	MPs	and	four	local	body	politicians	came	to	see	what	
changes	South	Henderson	residents	wanted	for	their	community.	

We	asked	you	What	activities	or	places	were	the	most	interesting	or	enjoyable	today	for	your	team?	
(table	1)?	

People	named	more	than	one.	The	Unitec	stall	
(with	13	votes)	was	most	named	by	participants	
as	their	most	enjoyable)	interesting	station,	but	
every	station	was	tops	for	at	least	one	person.	
Community	action	and	information	sites	–	26		
votes,	Nature	and	gardening	site	s-	19	votes,	Fun	
physical	activity	sites	–	18		votes,	Conservation	
activities	-	15	votes.	Many	commented	they	just	
loved	the	walking,	meeting	people	and	just	“the	
whole	thing”.		

The	best	thing	about	these	activities	or	places	was	
the	sense	of	community,	doing	it	as	family	and	
being	a	team	being	a	team.	People	were		
”[walking	down]	side	streets	I’ve	never	walked	
down	before”	and	owning	“THEIR”	community.	
“community	cohesiveness,	speaking	to	
community	groups“,		

“friendly,	welcoming,	sense	of	belonging,	
community	sharing	awesome",		

“walking	around	neighbourhood	and	talking	to	people	about	what	they	want	to	change	
(community	garden/parks)”,	“watching	the	local	children	enjoying	THEIR	community”	and	
“[seeing]	all	the	community	out	and	about”.		

	

This	feeling	of	community	was	created,	in	part,	by	all	the	activities	that	children	and	adults	could	engage	
in	such	as	the	physical	activities	(throwing,	kicking,	catching,	running,	etc	individually	and	together)	and	
educational	activities	(“learning	the	birds	names	and	planting	bean	seeds”,	“didn't	know	there	were	so	
many	bugs	in	our	stream”)	including	the	popular	Unitec	stand	(promoting	tertiary	education)	and	
getting	help	with	fixing	your	bike	from	Auckland	Transport.		One	participant	was	impressed	by	“all	the	
stuff	that	everyone’s	trying	to	do	for	us	as	a	community”.			Winning	a	prize,	having	a	sausage	at	the	
Lendic	St	BBQ	was	also	great	fun.		

	

	

Table	1:	The	most	interesting	or	enjoyable	
activities	
Tag	out	Trust	–	graffiti	removal	 8	
Naming	Birds	 7	
Sport	Waitakere/Murillo	Park	 7	
Wai	care	(flu	and	other	bugs)	 6	
Walking	Opanuku	Stream	 5	
Sausage	sizzle/Lendic	Pl	 5	
Akld	Transport	(wheels	and	bike	helmets)	 4	
Community	Gardens/Taranui	St	 3	
Twin	streams	–	environmental	protection	 3	
Plant	own	plant/seeds	 3	
The	Fono	–	Pacific	Island	Health	 3	
NZ	birds	and	forest	 3	
Sand	bag	throw	 3	
Tabitha	Pl/Help	in	get	our	playground	back	 3	
Ecomatters	 2	
Bouncy	castle	 2	
Traffic	Marshalls	 1	
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Table	2:	To	what	extent	has	today's	experience	-	
Answer	Options	 	 Hugely	 A	good	

amount	
Some	
what	

A	little	
bit	

Not	at	
all	

Made	your	team	more	aware	of	what	available	in	
this	community?	

52%	 48%	 0%	 0%	 0%	

Made	your	team	feel	more	a	part	of	this	
community?	

44%	 47%	 3%	 6%	 0%	

Made	team	members	feel	safer	in	this	community?	 45%	 39%	 10%	 6%	 0%	
Encouraged	team	members	to	use	a	
services/resources	they	have	come	into	contact	
with?	

45%	 35%	 13%	 6%	 0%	

Helped	team	members	make	some	new	friends?	 31%	 48%	 17%	 3%	 0%	
Given	team	members	some	ideas	about	changes	
they	would	like	to	make	in	their	lives?	

35%	 42%	 16%	 6%	 0%	

Put	team	members	in	closer	touch	with	
neighbours	or	friends?	

37%	 33%	 20%	 10%	 0%	

	

That	a	community	could	have	this	much	fun	and	inspiration	from	a	free	event	was	also	noted,	and	in	
table	2	we	can	see	the	impact	the	day	had	on	the	participants.	Everyone	felt	either	“hugely”	or	“a	good	
amount”	more	aware	of	what	was	available	in	this	community	and	almost	everyone	felt	much	more	a	
part	of	it	and	safer	in	it.	Participants	strongly	felt	they	had	made	new	friends,	and	had	ideas	about	
changes	they	would	like	to	make,	and	70%	felt	either	”hugely”	or	“a	good	amount”	in	closer	touch	with	
neighbours	and	friends.		

Where	do	we	go	from	here?	People	were	keen	to	get	involved	with	some	of	the	projects	they	had	seen	
on	the	walk	such	as	the	community	garden	and	fixing	up	the	parks	projects	with	help	offered	to	get	
them	onto	council	agendas.	Others	were	keen	to	support	the	work	of	Twin	Streams,	Sport	Waitakere	
and	Tag	Out	Trust;	to	generally	“do	voluntary	work”,	“keep	active	in	the	community”,	“start	thinking	
about	what’s	here”;	to	be	able	to	participate	in	more	events	like	this	OAP	or	just	to	do	more	walking	and	
get	more	exercise.	

We	could	make	it	even	better	by	having	more	stations	so	that	it	was	easier	for	the	younger	children	(or	
have	a	shorter	route	available)	although	a	longer	route	also	wanted.	An	earlier	start,	more	activities,	
more	parks,	a	coffee	cart	and	a	post-event	newsletter	were	also	suggested.		

More	than	half	the	participants	rated	the	day	as	ten	out	of	ten	-“a	wonderful	day”,	with	no-one	going	
lower	than	“mostly	fun”	(see	figure	1).	The	most	common	word	used	in	the	final	comment	was	
“awesome”.	

“Great	and	really	awesome	experience”,		
“we	loved	today	was	awesome	fun	and	was	a	great	workout	for	us	all”,	
“such	a	great	idea,	love	it	so	much”,	
“thank	you	so	much	for	this	free	activities.		My	kids	really	enjoy	their	time	and	me”,	“fantastic	
for	school	age	children	.	.	,great	day”	and	“great	effort,	great	for	community	spirit”.		
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This	has	been	one	of	the	most	successful	Our	Amazing	Place	events.	This	is	because	people	were	
prepared	to	be	interviewed	about	community	needs	and	resources	and	a	few	brave	community	leaders	
were	prepared	to	take	ownership	of	community	projects.	Liz	Nicolls	put	her	hand	up	for	getting	a	
basketball	court	in	Murillo	Park	and	building	community	spirit	through	community	BBQs.	Lia	Warner	put	
together	a	team	of	volunteers	ready	to	go	to	battle	to	reclaim	the	Tabitha	Cres	Park.	Maadi	Underwood	
got	great	support	on	the	day	for	her	community	garden	initiative	and	has	set	up	a	Henderson	South	
Community	Facebook	page.	Their	initiatives	hare	encouraged	others	to	join	a	small	group	wanting	
changes	in	Henderson	South.	Kelly	Brown	is	looking	for	support	to	get	better	traffic	management	at	the	
top	of	Garelja	St	and	in	Border	Rd,	and	Adi	Cummings	is	looking	to	get	some	street	spirit	going	in	Keeling	
Ave.		

There	is	huge	amount	to	be	done	to	progress	these	projects,	but	we	can	have	some	fun	getting	projects	
going.	For	example,	we’re	trying	to	organise	a	visit	to	community	gardens	to	get	a	better	idea	of	what	
we	could	here	in	Henderson	South.	Come	along	to	the	SPEAK	event	(see	the	attached	flyer)	this	
Thursday	and	hear	from	the	project	leaders	about	the	early	stages	of	the	projects.		

For	more	information	on	how	you	can	get	involved	email	rebecca@mphs.org.nz	or	
gbridgman@unitec.ac.nz	or	go	to	our	Facebook	page	
https://www.facebook.com/HendersonSouthCommunity	
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Figure	I:	Overall	how	good	was	the	day?	
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Rise:	Dinner	with	a	Difference	(2014)	
The	art	of	sharing	a	meal	is	something	that	is	common	within	
any	New	Zealand	household,	when	one	is	welcomed	on	to	a	
Marae,	one’s	home,	there	is	an	expectation	that	you	should	be	
sharing	a	meal.	Dinner	with	a	difference	carries	this	kaupapa,	
sharing	a	meal	is	a	positive	form	of	engaging	and	conversing	in	
order	to	find	positive	solutions	to	combat	bullying	within	the	
MPHS	area.		The	traditional	and	cultural	beliefs	that	food	
brings	people	together	can	be	the	starting	point	of	this	
kaupapa.			

“Rise:	Dinner	with	a	Difference,	Growing	solutions”	

Bringing	together	the	MPHS	community	to	share	a	meal,	
thoughts	and	words	of	wisdom,	in	order	to	RISE	UP	and	make	a	
stand	against	bullying.	

In	November	2014	Rise:	Dinner	with	a	Difference	–	community	
conversations	about	strategies	for	preventing	violence	and	

bullying	-	was	attended	by	120	people.	Nathaniel	Lees,	actor	and	activist,	presented	stories	of	and	
techniques	for	violence	and	bullying	prevention	which	were	very	well	received	by	the	largely	Pacific	
Island	audience.	

	


